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In the Section of Philosophy, we set up three permanent research groups:

Theoretical philosophy research group
Practical philosophy research group
History of philosophy research group

The three groups are in addition to the two centres hosted by the section of philosophy that already function as research groups:

Center for Subjectivity Research
Center for Information and Bubble Studies

Each research group/centre is managed by one or more senior researchers in permanent positions.

The tasks and roles of the research groups/centres are the following:

(1) The research groups/centres host regular meetings to function as effective collaborative work communities and solve common tasks within research, teaching, external relations, funding applications.

(2) The research groups/centres provide effective supervision and talent development of assistant professors, post.docs, phd-students, and talented students.

(3) Each research group should have a sufficient size with a minimum of two faculty members.

(4) The research groups/centres shall seek to attract substantial external funding.

(5) The research groups/centres will be consulted by the study coordinator concerning the planning of the major areas of the teaching in BA and MA program. This is to ensure quality, research coverage, and to attract students to our various fields.

(6) The research groups can apply for departmental funding for activities in the research groups.

(7) The department will implement an annual performance review evaluating their teaching performance and integration of teaching and research, as well as their research activities such as their international publications, international workshops, conferences, applications for
funding, meeting activities, supervision of phd, post.docs and talented students.

(8) In departmental decisions about awarding phd-scholarships, housing of post.docs, acceptance of visitors to the department, affiliation to a well-functioning research group/centre will be an important factor.
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